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Over the last several weeks oursystem for 
obtaining criminal indictments has been the 
focus of a great deal of attention, and has 
become the subject of heated debate in the 
legal community. A number of incidents 
have served as c;atalysts; particularly, the 
decision of a Manhattan grand jury not to 
indict Bernhard H. Goetz jor his confessed 
subway shootings, followed by the decisions 
to if/dict Police Officer Stephen Sullivan for 
the death of Eleanor Bumpers, and the six 
transit officers allegedly involved in the 
death of Michael Stewart. In subsequent 
days, the debate that ensued produced 
skepticism among many judges, legislators 
and reform groups about whether or not the 
grand jury system in New York is still 
functioning properly. This debate was 
further fueled when Sol Wachtler, the newly 
appointed Chief Judge of the Court oj 
Appeals, · told reporters that grand juries 
should be eliminated because, in short, 
prosecutors can gel them to indict a ((ham 
sandwich. " 
THE JUSTINJAN jumped infO the fray 
by asking two prominent public officials to 
give us, in their own words, their views on: 
WHETHER OR NOT THE GRAND JUR Y 
_______________ SYSTEM SHOULD BE ABOLISHED OR 
'f-he Ma~C)r REFORMED IN THIS STA TE. Senator Marino- Author of the propo!!>ed reform .. . 
Should N~ V. Scrap the 
Grand Jury,System? 
Goetz Case Heats Up Debate On Issue 
By Mayor Edward I. Koch © 1985 
Recent indictments of Bernhard Goetz, Police Officer Stephen Sullivan, 
and six transit officers allegedly involved in the death of Michael Stewart 
have led to much comment on the grand jury sy tern. Some ay the system 
ought to be scrapped. 
The grand jury system has served us well. It' allowed average people who 
repre ent our neighborhoods and communi tie to retain the power to decide 
whether a person should be pro ecuted for a felony. Grand juries preserve 
the fundamental administration of criminal justice in the hand of the 
people. 
Critics say prosecutors control the process and a grand jury merely 
rubber stamps a prosecutor's desired result. This implies prosecutors are 
securing indictments where evidence doesn't warrant it. I don't agree. Any 
time a defendant requests it, state statutes require that a State Supreme 
Court judge review the legal sufficiency of a grand jury proceeding. Very 
few indictments have been dismissed when defendants have made u e of this 
right. Clearly, prosecutors are acting properly in ide the grand jury room. 




Mass Tort Law 
OlllillLled 011 page 14 
By Michele Hauser 
A symposium on mass tort litigation 
in the wake of Agent Orange was held 
at Brooklyn Law School on February 
27 . Chief Judge Jack Weinstein of the 
Eastern District of ew York , who 
presided over the litigation and urged 
the settlement last year, we!comed a 
panel of judicial and legal expert , 
many of whom participated in the 
recent litigation . Speaking before a 
crowd of approximately 300 student , 
alumni and other member of the legal 
community, the Chief Judge identified 
By State Senator Ralph J. Marino 
The grand jury sy tern, as pre ently con tituted in ew York State, i 
largely an anachronism which frustrates more often than it further - its 
original purpose of protecting citizens from arbitrary criminal charges. 
It ha become less a bulwark protecting individual right than a tone wall 
keeping the press, the public and the accused out ide while a pro ecutor 
addre e his captive-and usually receptive-audience. -
It i a one-sided, ecretive proce , all too remini cent of a tar Chamber 
proceeding and badly in need of reevaluation and ref 01 m. 
In Great Britain, where the grand jury concept first developed, the y tem 
wa abandoned half a century ago. In the United States, rea sessment has 
been slower to occur but, state by state, a changes have been made, all have 
moved in the direction of necessary limitations on the role of grand juries a 
part of the judicial process. 
California was the first state to adopt a preliminary hearing option to 
grand jury proceedings back in 1884 and, in 1978, that state' highest court 
held that all defendants are entitled to a preliminary hearing a a matter of 
right, whether or not a grand jury indictment is handed down. 
key factors for handling massive 
lawsuit resulting from catacly mic 
events. The e included concentration 
of decision-making; use of a single 
forum; application of a single known, 
sub tantive law; additional support for 
the trier of facts; flexible but con-
trolled fact finding; a cap on the 
amount recoverable; and a method of 
di tribution that would require little or 
no adjudication. 
The panel comprised a number of 
well-known legal experts, among them 
several who specialize in products 
COllfllll/ed UII page 15 
liability. Included were Marjorie 
Mintzer, an attorney who specializes in 
the defense of major products liability 
cases; U.S. Magi trate Shira Sheindlin. 
who handled discovery and other 
pretrial issues; at torney Sol chrieber, 
who served as pecial rna ter; Brooklyn 
Law School Professor Paul Sherman, 
an authority on con flicts of law and 
products liability; and Professor 
Aaron Twer ki, al 0 an expert on 
product liability and chairman of the 
academic component of the law 
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Sol tion. 
Audio Review Program 
Now, for the first time, a complete bar 
review course that rntets the need for 
portability and convenaence without 
sacdficing quali,>,. No need to fight traffic 
or juggle your busy schedule. With the 
SMH ew York AudiO ReView Program. 
our expert faculty will teach you as often 
as you want, wherever and whenever 
you wanL Authontanve lectures 
at your fingertips. 
1-(800)- 343-9 18 8 
News Update: 
SBA Elections 
Are you inter~sted in becoming the 
President of the SBA? Elections to 
fill all offices on the SBA 
Executive Board will be held on 
April 15th and 16th, 1985, 
Students who wish to run for any 
office must contact the SBA before 
April 5th, in order to gain a place 
on the ballot. The nominating 
period is April 1st to April 5th. 
Natural 
Resources Law 
The Natural Re ources Law ociety 
(NRL) ha been ho ting variou 
events thi erne ter. In February, 
RLS, with the help of Dean Trager, 
ent fir t year tuden ts David Hyman 
and Debbie Sit to the ALI-ABA En-
vironmenta l Law Seminar in 
Wa hington, D.C. Practitioners from 
Florida to Ala ka and Sierra Club to 
Exxon converged on the Washington 
Hilton where the field' mo t 
prominent expert discu ed the late t 
development in environmental law . 
The Society al 0 publi hes the 
Natural Resources Law Bulletin. The 
Bulletin i composed of short essays 
and digests of leading case on virtually 
any topic related to environmental law. 
Students and facu lty are invited to 
ubmit work for publication. 
The ociety frequently invite area 
practitio'ners to peak on en-
vironmental is ue in their fie ld . These 
peaker have represented government 
and industry, as well a the scholastic 
community. On March 27 at 4 :00 
P .M., \ Peter Marini from En-
vironme'ntal Faci lities Corporation will 
speak about the effect current 
regulations have on alternatives to 
hazardous wa te dumping. En-
vironmental Facilities Corporation 
specializes in such alternatives as high 
temperature incineration and reuse . 
Chee e, crackers, cider and coffee will 
be served. 
1 f interested, watch for the igns 
around school announcing upcoming 
events and meetings, including a field 
trip to Gateway National Park. 
Judge Mark Gonstantino i 
organizing a regional chapter of the 
American Inns Court at the Ea tern 
Di trict Court. The American Inns 
Court pre ent a unique opportunity 
for quali fied student seeking a career 
in litigation. Modeled after the English 
ystem, the Inns Court pro ides in-
struction in trial technique by federal 
and tate judge as well a by 
prominent trial attorney. If interested, 
please leave your mime or re ume in 
the Moot Court Office. 
Securities 
Symposium 
Dean David. G. Trager and the 
Brooklyn Journal of International Law 
will be ponsoring a Sympo ium en-
titled: "Policing Trans-Border Fraud 
in the United States Securities 
Markets." The Symposium will be held 
at Federal Hall in ' Manhattan on 
Wednesday, March 27. The Sym-
posium will address recent attempts by 
the Securities and Exchange Com-
mi ion to expand the enforcement 
jurisdiction of the U.S. securities laws 
and the con equent impact on prin-
ciples of international law. Remarks of 
the speakers will be published in the 
Summer, 1985 issue of the Brooklyn 




Brooklyn Law School has arranged 
with Dr. Michael Schneck to provide 
an initial psychiatric consultation for 
students at no charge. Dr. Schneck is 
on the faculty of the Department of 
Psychiatry of the New York University 
School of Medicine and is Board 
Certified in Psychiatry. In add ition, 
Dr. Schneck has had ubstantial ex-
perience working with law students and 
attorneys. 
Students may contact Dr. Schneck 
directly and the utmost confidentiality 
will be f11aintained. When appropriate, 
referral will be made and fees will be 
charged on a sliding scale ba ·is. I)r. 
Schneck's office is located in the 
Faculty Practice Office at the New 
York University Medical Center, 530 
Fir t Avenue (at 32nd Street) New 
York, NY 10016. Hi telephone 
number i (212) 340-7475. 
Intn'l. Law 
Events 
The International Law Society is 
pleased ' to announce upcoming 
peakers and taped lectures on topics in 
international law. On April 3rd, in 
conjunction with the Distinguished 
Alumni Lecture Series, Jay Madigan of 
Townley Updike will speak on his 
experience arguing before the United 
States-Iran C laims Tribunal at The 
Hague. 
Other program of interest in the 
near future a re the Brooklyn Journal 
of International Law Symposium, 
"Policing Trans-Border Fraud in the 
United State Securities Markets" on 
March 27; and a joint American 
University-Georgetown Univer ity 
Symposium on International Trade 
Law on March 29-30. Detailed in-
formation about the e ymposia is 
available in Room 304. 
The Placement Office is hosting a 
discussion at 9:00 a.m. on March 27 
about the po t J I)-European Law 
Internship Program and European 
summer se ions organized by the 
Pacific McGeorge Law School. 
tudent are reque ted to sign up in 
advance at the front de k in the 
Placement Office if they plan to attend 
this discllssion . 
The 1.L. . invites tudents to 
participate in the e activitie , and to 
help us plan future programs. 
Member hip in the ociety i open to 
all students, and announcement of 
upcoming meetings or program may 
be found on the bulletin board in the 
main lobby. Sugge tions and/ or 
comments may be left in the I.L.S. 's 
box in the SBA office on the third 
floor. 
Party For '85 
Grads At 
Water Club 
The party for graduating students 
will be held on Jurie 10th at the Water 
Club in Manhattan. Admission to the 
event will cost $15 per person and every 
graduating student i entitled to bring a 
guest. 
The selection of the Water Club 
followed a general vote which was 
tallied on February 28th. Of the 212 
people who part icipated, 112 students 
oted for the Water Club, while 100 
others preferred the alternative choice, 
the Circle Line . 
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study: NY. Subways the Worst 
Underground Experience Described as Daily Torment 
By Robert Burke 
A recent study describes New York 
City's subways as "Kafkaesque" and 
"a daily torment." According to the 
New York Public Interest Research 
Group's eighth semi-annual 
straphangers' report, half of all 
rushhour trains run far behind 
schedule; one out of four cars has 
broken doors; three out of ten cars are 
dimly lit or dark; one out of five cars 
has missing or misleading signs; three 
out of ten lack readable l11aps; and 
finally, at the very time the subway 
rebuildiQg program is increa ing delays 
and re-routing , the Transit Authority 
fails to make appropriate car an-
nouncement sixty-five percent of the 
time . 
The report praises T A pre5ident 
David Gunn for being more acces~ible 
than former T A administrators. While 
the survey admits the new transit 
administrat ion is till involved in a 
learning pha e, it notes that in the 
administration's first six month~, 
subways have gotten worse in nearly 
every category measured. The repon 
urges the general riding public to hold 
the T A to promi ses made in its 1985 
operating budget , especially the 
promise to have all doors, maps, light 
and signs in working order. The repon 
calls on Mr. Gunn to implement these 
objective and make public the reasons 
for the T A's success or failure in 
meeting them. 
The straphangers' group also alleges 
that the T A has ignored recom-
mendations of the National Tran-
sportation Safety Board, following 
NTSB's investigation of subway track 
and platform fires. The study call on 
the newly-formed New York State 
Public Transportation Safety Board to 
cut off funds if the T A doe not 
comply with proper safety procedures. 
The group also recommends that the 
T A increase the flow of information to 
passenger by improving car an-
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DOORS LIGHTING MAPS TRAINS 
nouncements, issuing a newsletter, 
installing information centers, and 
informing riders of the names of the 
managers responsible for each specific 
line . 
The study presents a detailed 
proposal for reducing the currently 
high level of labor-management 
tensions which resulted from the Gunn 
administration 's removal of 1000 
supervisor from union and civil 
service protection, removals which a 
T A pokesperson describe as "laving 
the groundwork for signi ficant - im": 
provement. " 
Finally noting a proposed S400 
million Federal transit aid cut for 1986, 
the group asks Governor Cuomo to 
improve the subway using some of the 
$1 billion earmarked for We twa\·. 
They note that uch a "trade-in-" 
would be permissi ble under Federal 
law if obtained before September 30, 
1986. • 
Reagan Proposes Massive Loan Cuts 
By Jim Diamond 
If President Reagan has hi way 
many student at BLS may ha\'e to 
look to ource other than tudent 
loan in order to fund their legal 
educat ion . The Pre ident' propo ed 
1986 budget would eliminate any 
federal loans to families whose annual 
income exceed $32,500. 
Guaranteed tudent Loans (G L) , a 
federal aid program that i ad-
ministered by New York State , are an 
important element of the current BLS 
student's ability to pay tuition. Ac-
cording to Thomas Curtin, financial 
aid administrator at BLS, about 750 
students at the law chool recei ved 
the e loan thi year, averaging $5,000 
per tudent and accounting for $3.6 
million of tuition paid. Curtin, who 
has been meeting with other graduate 
school financial aid officer to discus 
the p roposed cuts, says the Reagan 
administration, "wants to tie in 
College Work Study, National Direct 
Student Loans and the Guaranteed 
Student Loans to a maximum of 
$4,000 per year. ': 
All law students would still have 
access to the expen ive "Plus" type of 
loan, like the $3,000 ALAS loan now 
available to BLS tudents that carries a 
........ _ .. _ .......... II1II .. : steep 120/0 interest rate. That i far 
more co tly for student than the 
ational Direct LUdent Loan, \\'hich is 
50/0, or the Guaranteed Student Loan, 
which i 8070. The expen ive ALAS 
loan , under the propo ed change, 
would have an increa ed maximum of 
$4,000. 
For the average law student, \\'ho e 
family may earn more than $32,500, 
but who i technically financially 
independent, the traditional loan 
package and work tudy program ' 
would simply be unavailable . 
The cut are pan of t he President' ~ 
overall effort to scale down dome tic 
spending. Reagan' newly appointed 
Education Secretary, William J. 
Bennett, admits the cuts will affect 
approximately 1 million student. 
Speaking about the impact of the cut , 
he aid some familie , "are going to 
have to tighten the belt even further" 
to end their children to college. "It 
may require from some student 
divestiture of certain sorts, stereo 
divestiture, automobile divestiture, 
three weeks-at-the beach divestiture." 
(Washington Post, February 12, 1985). 
The prop sed cuts in loan , along 
with Bennett's remarks have 
precipitated angry responses from 
leaders 'n the education field and 'from 
student groups. ewsday (February 
26, 1985) reported Joseph Murphy. 
Chancellor of the City Univer ity of 
ew York' reaction, "Dive titure of 
three \\ eek \'acatiom in Florida? 
\\' hat'~ he talJ..ing about'? Thi j 
beginning to ound a little bit like the 
old welfare Cadillac gimmic". 
though e\'eryone on \\':'elfare ha a 
Cadillac and e \ eryone \\'ith a Pdl 
(undergraduate) g.rant goe on \ acation 
for three \\eeks." 
Thoma unin. \\ ho tra\eled to 
Wa hington D .C. to join ot her 
financial aid orficer~ in meeting~ \\ it h 
Education Committee t afre~ on 
Capitol Hill, anticipate Congre 
fighting the Reagan loan CLit and i 
keptical that the propo~al \\ ill go 
through "acro the board ." • 
For Nat. Team 
Season Ends 
By Catriana G lazebrook 
Brooklyn Law School's ational 
Team consisting of Pat S. Conti, 
Elizabeth A. Orfan, and Da\'id A. 
Silva ad\'anced to the quarter-final 
round of the 1985 ational Moot 
Court Competition. Brooklyn was one 
of 145 school repre ented at the 35th 
annual competition sponsored by the 
Young Lawyers Committee of the 
A ociation of the Bar of the City of 
New York and the American College 
, COII/illlled all page 6 
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THEATER 
Acting Weird in the Village 
By Richard P. Schroeder 
I f you find yourself walking around the Village anytime in the near 
futu re, and you are looking for 
something in teresting to do , try 
trolling into the Minetta Lane Theater 
(located on the street th'at goes by the 
same name) . There, you can witnes 
the spectacle of Three Guys Naked 
From the Waist Down, an energy-
packed musical-comedy about three 
very lVeird guys juSt out to have a little 
fun. 
The title i a little misleading; there is 
actually no nudity in thi play so you 
can even bring Mom if you are so 
inclined. (The term "naked from the 
wai t down" wa the way tand-up 
comic referred to them elves in the 
good-old-day of vaudeville.) 
The play is about three talented 
stand-up comedians searching for 
glory and a spot on the Johnny Car on 
Show. They get on the Car on Show, 
are discovered, and sign a long-term 
contract to do a t.v. sit-com ca lled 
Hello, Fellas, a show about three 
LUIGI ON LAW 
under-cove~ Los Angeles cops in drag. 
As yo u can imagine, they become 
typecast, but their television show is 
number one and they can 't get out 
from under their contract. This 
depresses them terribly. 
The plot here is not that important. 
The real strength of the show is the 
endless stream of stand-up routines. 
The weakness is the music, which 
ometimes seemed pointless (although 
it really wasn't; I just didn't feel like 
trying to figure out its meaning). 
The Three Guys are the o nl y ones 
who appear on-stage during the 
performance, but they really didn't 
need any he lp . They are Ted (Scott 
Bakula), the rea onable one who first 
thought the three would make a great 
team (You know the scenario: My 
uncle' s got an empty barn, let' s put on 
a show); Kenny (John Kass ir) , the 
totally nutty one; and Phil (Jerry 
Colker, who al 0 wrote the how), the 
angry New Yorker with a New York 
sense of humor. 
Three ~uys Naked From the Waist Down 
(I wou ld like to put on record that I 
believe o ne of the e character was 
played by someone else, a man named 
Peter Sam uel. The reason I think this i 
becau. e there was an in ert in the 
program which said, .. Pet er Samuel, 
general understudy." I a lso think he 
played Kenny, a lthough I cou ld be 
wrong. I am led to this conclusion by 
comparing the pre s photos with my 
memory of the faces I aw on stage. In 
any event, whoever played Kenny gave 
a brilliant performance and s tole the 
show.) 
The show a lso ha an important 
me sage: The quality of tele i ion is 
the pits. So next time you are ~itt ing at 
home watching some garbage the 
networks throw at you, get o ut of yo ur 
chair, jump on the train and get o il at 
the West 4th Street tation. The 
qua lit y of entertainment to be found a t 
the Minella Lane Theater is of a much 
higher ca liber. 
A -Skeptical Look At History that "JOHN " didn ' t think to do it before then. Up to that time he had been sa tisfied to fill in hi story by 
been written. That which occurred 
after his arriva l in 1906 is history. 
No doubt Harvard wi ll refu e to 
revise the Blue Book. No doubt 
we'll cont inue doing our brief and 
memoranda a we did before. No 
doubt we will continue to use all 
those thoughts and impressions of 
a disgruntled man from H amp-
shire Gardens, as the framework 
of our system of governance. We 
do so hate change. And anyway, 
we have no proof of hi tory. Tho e 
who lived it are dead. Those who 
are alive are liars. And things ar-: 
S teve and Lui~i 
By Steve Chaikin 
An issue of great moment prevent your author from 
thi s week exploring the Agent 
Orange litigation, a previou Iy 
promised. In tead, we would like 
both to share with you a heretofore 
little known but nevertheles5 
deva tating item of information 
uncovered recently b y my 
colleague during hi s research on 
Constitutional history, while at the 
arne time we re pond to the 
proponent of the theory that 
certain historical event did not, in 
fa t, occur. It appears by 
irrefutable evidence, in admi ible 
form, that the very Constitut ion 
we have come to know and love, 
came into being not during the 
latter part of the 18th C~ntury as 
previously po ited, but rather in 
the year 1906. Moreover, all 
references to Supreme Court 
decisions pre-dating this event-in 
fact all references to anything pre-
dating this event and alleged to 
have been Constitutionally 
based-are really the products and 
by-products of the imagination of 
a turn of the century legal scholar 
and prankster, known to his public 
only by the curiou pseudonym , 
" JOHN. " Note please that other 
evidence indicates that " JOHN " 
Juslinian • Page Four 
may have been the original 
"rea onably prudent person " to 
whom 0 many jurist refer in their 
decisions. This, you wi ll see, is no 
mere coincidence. 
In any event, the "JOH ," 
while on the one hand giving birth 
to a tructure of government and a 
way of life, on the other hand laid 
to wa te much of what we have 
long considered recorded hi tory. 
We now have ma ses of in-
formation to add to the list of 
events once thought to have oc-
curred, but which in fact did not. 
Although we migh~ at fir t be 
tempted to compare the e 
revelations to the discJo ure that 
the holocau t did not occur, we are 
on closer examination struck by 
the di similarities of these non-
happenings. That the holocaust 
did not occur i a source of 
celebration-imagine, all tho e 
people alive somewhere, merely 
hiding out. But the arne may not 
be said of the events which marked 
the birth of our nation . What is to 
become of such gala events as the 
4th of July and Pre ident' day? 
What wi ll we of the legal per-
uasion do when we no longer have 
Chief Justice Mar hall to bandy 
about in our briefs and 
memoranda? Moreover , was there 
a C ivi l War? Were black really 
enslaved? Were they emancipated? 
Was there really a turn of the 
century? And if so, why? Were 
yo u there? I wasn't. Or at least 1 
think 1 wasn't. But I think 
therefore 1 am. Or was I? This 
could mean the death of the 
quotation mark. 
The conspiracy will reach many. 
Still under the highest level of 
scrutiny are such notables as the 
West Publication Company, and 
the notorious "Shepards," a clever 
ruse their name, while they led us 
to slaughter. 
You must wonder as we did, 
why 1906? The simple answer is 
creating uch oddities a "the 
Wa hington Monument," the 
game of touch football, an early 
form of Valium, the Bible, and the 
whole of Chris tianity-incl uding 
the C ity of Rome. 
Why then, after such a 
checkered career, did "JOHN" 
turn his attention to writing 
some thing ca ll ed a "Con-
titution, " and case books to 
support his wild fantasy? Were 
things so unbearable in the Por-
LUguese Colonial Empire, of which 
we were a part prior to 1906, and 
which has since been wrent 
asunder by a force of unknown 
origin? 
Well, it appear from the few 
tru tworth y tidbits we could 
gather, that " JOHN ," then a 
citizen of Hampshire, had been 
dealt a ore blow by the royal 
fami ly in London, related by 
marriage to the Portuguese Royal 
House. Having applied fo r a 
pa sport to the colonies, hoping to 
avoid the trouble he had started in 
Czarist Russia., " JOHN " was 
confronted with the illegal search 
and seizure of hi wife and two 
children. Reasonably certai n that 
this wa an imprudently high price 
to pay for a pa sport (although 
note that you did get the soft 
leather wallet with your passport in 
tho e days), "JOHN" et out to 
write a tract he entitled "The 
Untidy State of Con tant In-
trusion," which he submitted to 
the predecessor of the British 
Social Security Administration for 
their perusal. After construing the 
document over and over again, it 
was returned to "JOHN," postage 
due. Only the title had been 
changed. It now read "The United 
States Constitution" and even this 
was circled in red and marked 
"(SIC). " Sans passport, " JOHN" 
set out for the colonies aboard the 
tramp steamer Pinifore, deter-
mined to invent a "United States" 
for which his " Constitution" had 
o pleasant in a world without 
holocausts. 
Mr. Chaikin co-authored the book 
entitled "The Lunatic Fringe: 
Friends of the Family," with 
Luigi, soon to be released by 
Universal, starring Mr. Ed, in his 
last role. Watch your papers fo r 
local theatres and playing times. 
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By Donna L. Riccobono 
I n a dingy Chicago recording studio in 1927 , four black musician swap 
stories of their past, amplifying details 
in an animated way. The musicians 
form the back-up band for the popular 
blues singer, Gertrude "Ma" Rainey, 
and they wait in the basement for the 
star ro arrive. Occasionall y, they playa 
lyrical tune, and the blues comes alive, 
providing new meanings to the sto ries 
we've just heard, as if the music is 
harmoni zing with the dialogue . 
Cutler, play~d by Joe Seneca , is the 
leader of the band , a tired tromboni t 
whose response to the injustice 
surrounding him is a fatalistic atti tude 
and a n endless suppl y of ree fer. 
Robert Judd plays the pianis t named 
Toledo, the most int ell ectual a nd 
politically as tute in the g roup, who 
buries hi s per onal aspirations in his 
book and offers a searing ana lysis of 
the exp loitat ions of blacks in America. 
Char les S. Dutton is Levee, the 
erratic, emotiona l trumpeter who 
!>truggle!> for musical stardom by 
ingratiating himself to white financial 
bat:kers. When these ambi tions are 
thwarted, his thinly veiled anger erupt~ 
into fury. The rejection of hi s music 
and hi . los!> of dignity arc translated 
into irrational violence, the acts of 
despair . 
The charac ters in thi s play are 
developed incrementally, and are so 
convincing that even meaningless 
vio lence is made almost plausible as 
one per on' reaction to the futility of 
life in a world where dreams are made 
to be shattered, where things are rigged 
from the start, where one start s a t the 
bottom and from that point, there ' 
nowhere to go . 
Leonard Jackson and Joe Seneca in a ~cene from August Wilson' s 
"Ma Rainey's Black 8ott()m." 
THEATER 
"Ma" Rainey Sings The Blues 
Dutton is convincing in hi role, yet 
hi s ow n life wa . a fight which he seems 
to have won. The actor dropped out of 
school a t age 13 and spent nearly ten 
year of hi s life in prison for crimes 
such as man la ughter and po ses ion 
of a d eadly weapon. While in prison, 
he received a high school equivalency 
diploma and a two year college degree. 
Uitima tel y Dutton \Va awarded a 
scholarship to the Yale School of 
Drama after an audition which in-
cluded a soliloquy fro m "Macbeth" 
a nd a speech from Steinbeck' "Of 
Mice a nd Men ." 
But bac k to the pl ay . In the 
ba ement, the mu icians ready their 
, C utler tilts hi head back, 
Have 
190,000 clients 
from the start 
closes hi s eyes and sings the blues. "If I 
had m y way, I would tear this old 
building down ." 
Two floors above them, a couple of 
white men sit in the sound room, look 
at their watche , and think about the 
money that ticks by with the seconds. 
They are waiting impatiently for ihe 
star to arrive. 
In walks Theresa Merritt as the 
legendary Gertrude "Ma" Rainey, 
queen of the blues. Accompanied by 
several attendants and a kept female 
lover, s he is a massive, domineering 
figure in a gl ittering red dress, holding 
an ostrich-feather fan in one hand, 
with the ot her out tretched demanding 
a Coca-co la before she could begin the 
se sion. As the temperamental and 
outrageous star, Merritt' performance 
is at o n ce engrossing. 
Again , the transformation begins to 
take place. At first overbearing and 
a rrogant, Ma Rainey' c haracter 
begins to gradually unfold and deepen 
for the audience. Her inee) ant 
unreasonable demand within the 
confines of the studio become com-
pre hen si ble \\ hen juxtaposed again~t 
her inability to hail a cab in the ~\ hite 
cit~ out. ide. Her emphatic reluctance 
to sign the final contract \\ ith the 
record company underscores the 
recognition of her limited bargaining 
power. he memions that her white 
manager for years has catered to her 
every whim while in the recording 
tudio, but ha never invited her to hi 
home. T he extent of her influence i 
the marketabili ty of her mu ic. he 
ays, " When I've finished recording, 
it' s just like I'd been ome whore, and 
they roll over and put their pant on. 
The how IVa directed by Lloyd 
Richard s. 
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National Moot Court Team 
Continued from page 3 
of Trial Lawyers. 
Before advancing to the ational 
Round , the team had to succeed at the 
regional level from which only 2 out of 
10 school were chosen. Brooklyn Law 
and Fordham University were selected 
to repre ent our local region. There are 
14 regions acros the country and 30 
teams ultimately competed at the 
national level. 
At the national competition, 
Brooklyn advanced to the quarter-final 
round by defeating the Univer ity of 
Puget Sound and Wayne State 
University. With only 8 teams 
remaining, Brooklyn was defeated by 
yracu e Univer ity. Fordham was 
eliminated in the previou round. The 
winning team of the 1985 competition 
wa the University of California at 
Davi~. 
The case in thi~ year's competition 
involved the rights of excludable 
aliens. The petitioner, citizen of the 
hypothetical island country of Suri, 
!led to e cape economic and political 
repress ion and sought admission into 
the United tate as refugees. Upon 
their arrival they were detained in a 
federal facility as excludable aliens. 
Since Suri refused to accept them back 
and the U.S. Allorney General had 
i sued a memorandum denying parole 
to any Surinese ubject to exclusion 
proceedings, the pelttloner were 
impri oned indefinitely. 
.. 
5th Amendments' due' process and 
equal protection clauses. Mr. Silva 
stressed that the Surinese had com-
mitted no crime yet were being 
punished simply for being Surinese. 
Ms. Orfan attacked the Attorney 
General's memorandum claiming that 
the executive official abused her 
di cretion by basing her parole policy 
olely on national origin. In response 
to the Judges' attacks, Ms. Orfan 
di tinguished the petitioners' ca e from 
that of the Haitian Boat People. The 
Haitians had challenged the United 
State ' admission policy whereas here 
only the Attorney General's parole 
policy was being challenged. 
As respondents, the team argued 
that the Attorney General's power to 
make admission decision was con-
ferred upon her by Congre and not 
reviewable by the Supreme Court. Thi s 
implicated the power truggle befween 
the executi ve and the judiciary 
branche of government . The team 
further claimed that the United State 
was acting within it overeign power 
to protect its borders from an un-
controllable onslaught of immigrants. 
Mr. Conti put forth the argument that 
as excludable aliens, the petitioners 
were limited to those rights granted by 
Congre s and they were not entitled to 
the full p rotection conferred by the 
Constitution. He went on to tre that 
there are no lenet. of international law 
guaranteeing excludable alien ' furt her 
right, and every overeign must 
maintain complete !lexibility over it 
immigration policy. 
Prof. Maryellen Fullerton coached 
Brooklyn Law School facult~' member ' Richard Farrell (Iet'l) and Jerome Leitner 
each received the Charles C. Pinckney Award last month at an honorary dinner 
ponsored b~' the Uefense Association of ~ew York, an organilation comprised 
of personal injury trial lawyers who represent insurance companies. Over 250 
people attended the award (·eremon~· . which was held at the Downtown Athletil' 
Club. 
Judge Lowe Discusses Takeovers 
In the evening of Thursday, 
February 21, Judge Mary Johnson 
Lowe of the outhern District of ew 
York poke before the Brooklyn Law 
School Corporate Law Society about 
bu iness merger and acq uisit ion : 
Judge Lowe is an alumna of BLS, 
where she wa editor-in-chief of Law 
Review. She received an LL.M. from 
Columbia Univer ity and served on the 
ew York State Supreme Court before 
her recent appointment to the Southern 
Di strict. 
Judge Lowe ' talk focu ed on the 
effects of corporate takeover on the 
American economy. The goal of the 
Magna Carra of our nation' economic 
sy tern, The Sherman Act, she sa id , is 
to as ure a fair, open and competitive 
market. It wa enacted in re ponse to 
the monopolistic practices of the 
railroads and" Robber Barons." 
that promised corporate director ' a 
po ition with the newl y formed 
company or else a huge amount in 
severance pay, have ped up the 
process of cann ibalizati on. Today, 
even more money i devoted to these 
takeovers, while less i ~ used to produce 
good and ervice~. The effect has been 
deva tating to the national economy: 
reduced productive capacit y and, 
contrary to the objectives ot' the 
Sherman Act, a decrease in COJl1-
pet itivene . 
The ide argued wa determined by a 
coin toss before each round. As 
repre entative for the petitioner, the 
team argued that their denial of parole 
constituted cruel and unusual 
punishment in violation of the 8th and the team. • However, he said, approximately 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ten~M agoanewphffiomenonag~n 
The e problem~, she said, have led 
the courts to look more closely a t the 
decision by boards of directors to 
acquiesce to takeover offers. The rule 
ha evolved that if directors, who had 
no conflicting loyaltie~, were present at 
the time the deci ion to acquie ce was 
made, then the courts will not sub-
stitute their own judgment for that of 
the directors. Nevertheles , problem~ 
per ist as to the extent of the director!> 
fiduciary duty to the corporation and 
to its hareholders during a takeo\cr 
battle. It remain to be seen whether 
th is issue wi ll be re olved by directors, 
shareholders, the Congre~!> or the 
courts. • 
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began to stifle competition. At - that 
time a number of corporation began 
cannibalizing smaller corporation 
holding ub tantial as ets. Later 
developments, such as takeover offer 
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THE PRESS 
JDsv. MDs: BY LYLE DENNISTON 
Redistributing 
In the Shadow of Sharon the Wealth 
for a number of legislative reform~, 
including a cap on "pain and c,uf-
fering" awards, and, pointing a finger 
of blame at lawyers, limits on legal 
fees. 
Some states, like California, have 
already begun placing limit~ on 
malpractice awards. In ew York, 
Governor Cuomo and spokesper~om 
for both houses of the Legislature ha e 
announced that they are working on 
legislation to address the issue during 
this legislative session. In fact the State 
Senate, on February 20, passed it 
version of a bill that would, among 
other thing~, allow judge to asses '> up 
to SIO,OOO fines again t plaintiffs \\ho 
bring suit s that are ruled frivolous, and 
would require that all but the first 
SIOO,OOO of any "pain and uffering" 
awards be paid to a ~u ces ful plaintiff 
over their lifetime instead of being paid 
in one lump sum, The legi lation has 
not yet been considered by the 
A ssembly. 
T me magazine's "victory" at the end of the Ariel Sharon libel trial was 
put in the best perspective in the first 
sentence of Time's subsequent press 
release. "This libel uit is over," it read, 
"and Time has won it." 
At the end of the trial , the verdict 
for Time was not so much a triumph as 
an escape. And that may be true not just 
for Time Inc. but for the press in 
general. Along the way, ome rather 
bad law was made: perhaps the most 
important, the judge's initial deci ion to 
let the case to to trial. 
Whatever the trial of Time revealed 
about jurnalistic practice-and the story 
that unfolded in the courtroom made 
legions of new critics of Time 's 
methods-the ca e has produced legal 
precedents that may haunt the pre s for 
some time to come. 
The fir t is that the American 
reputation of high officials of foreign 
governments is ufficiently important to 
them to make them welcome in U.S. 
libel courts. ever before has an official 
celebrity been allowed to ue here in an 
attempt to vindicate hi conduct in 
office abroad. The fact that Sharon did 
not ultimately win may deter others 
from follwoing his lead, but not 
nece sarily. Sharon won enough to have 
made it worthwhile fo r him to have 
sued. urely others will be tempted to 
think the same. 
There i as yet no sign, for exam-
ple, that Hammer De Roburt, the 
president of the Pacific island republic 
of auru, is dropping hi s $40 million 
libel lawsuit against the Gannett Co. 
because of the Sharon verdict. De 
Roburt is already the beneficiary of 
Sharon's initial victory in being allowed 
to sue. The U.S. courthouse door clearly 
now is open for such figures; the Sharon 
case-opened it. 
There i an expanding notion in 
libel law that reputations of public 
figures should be more protected by 
U.S. courts, and the Sharon case makes 
it clear that that notion can include 
foreign celebrities, too. As a result, libel 
lawyers are concerned that other 
controversial foreign figures ~villiook to 
libel lawsuits here as a potential means 
of silencing their critics. 
Although Sharon's reputation may 
have been challenged seriously by 
criticism back home after the official 
I raeli inve tigation of the Lebane e 
ma sacre , he felt enough further injury 
by Time that he et off a multi-million-
dollar legal truggle in federal court. 
Another unfortunate aspect of thi 
case i that the federal judge who tried 
it, Abraham D. Sofaer, made it clear 
when he allowed the case to go forward 
that he wa irritated at Time' proud 
and hard-headed determination to 
defend itself. 
He remarked: "That this proce s 
has proved enormously expen ive, and 
painfully content ious, is as much the 
product of Time's all-out litigation 
strategy as of any plan by plaintiff 
[Sharon] to intimidate the press." 
When the case went to trial, the 
judge boxed himself in by promising to 
the Israeli government that official 
secrets of the government associated 
with the mas 'acre investigation would 
be protect.ed . Time complained 
vigorously (and with what appeared to 
be some exaggeration) that its ability to 
defend itself had been compromised by 
those promises. 
Whatever the merits of that 
complaint, it became clear that the odd 
alliance between a U.S. trial judge and 
the keepers of foreign state secrets 
would set an unhealthy precedent. It did 
so. 
And, one day near the end of the 
trial, reporters covering it found them-
selves confronted with an astonishing 
development: Judge Sofaer closed the 
courtroom to hear a part of the ca e 0 
as to keep his promises of ecrecy to 
I ..(aeli officials. 
There are some libel cases that 
imply hould not be in the court , as 
U.S. ircuit Judge Robert H. Bork 
reminded u recently. When those who 
willingly take pan in public con-
troversy-particularly, controversy that 
surrounds government policy or per-
formance- ue for libel, it is time to 
exerci e considerable judicial caution. 
There i finally , one mher aspect 
of the Sharon case that will make it a 
troubling memory for the press. It 
demonstra ted anew one of the eriou 
problems that now routinely attend libel 
litigation: the difficult y that jurors ha\e 
in figuring out what "actual malice" 
mean . (In public official or public 
figure libel cases, there mu t be proof 
not only that a tory was fa lse, but that 
it was published with knowledge that it 
was false or with erious doubts of it 
truth.) 
Although the verdict on that aspect 
of the case ultimately was in Time's 
favor, it took the jury a full week of 
deliberation to deal with it. Judge 
Sofaer' six-page verdict form for the 
jury was more than half devoted to that 
issue; the jury, he wrote, had to ponder 
three separate que tion before it could 
re olve the "malicl" issue. 
That the jury could decide the 
malice que tion Time' way, even after 
finding the magazine ' tory fal e and 
defamatory, may be more a tribute to 
the intelligence of that particular jury 
than to the \\,orkability of "act ual 
nalice" as a standard by which to 
measure pre performance. 
Lyle Denniston covers the 




the Bar Exams 
It eem one 1inne ota judge had 
gotten a little too used to turning to his 
law books to help him make a correct 
judgment. According to The 01;01101 
Law Journal (March 4, 1985) a three 
judge panel ha recommended that 
Minne ota Supreme Court Ju tice 
John J , Todd be removed from the 
bench for cheating on the Multistate 
Bar Examination he took in 1983. 
Todd claimed the test administrators 
led him to believe, of all things, that " 
the te t \ a s an open book te t. 
Some of hi colleague were 
my tified by the judge's actions ince, 
a a judge, he was a uper i or of the 
tate' bar exam system, and during the 
eventie he had chaired an American 
Bar Association Profe sional 
Responsibility ubcommittee on 
judicial di cipline. 
The panel's ruling to remove Todd 
from the bench will be reviewed by the 
Minnesota State Court of Appeals. 
In recent days the fighting that · 
normally goes on between doctors and 
lawyers has become increasingly in-
ten se . The issue, predictably, is that of 
the rapidly increasing' awards to 
medical malpractice plaintiffs and the 
correspo nd ing increase in malpractice 
insurance cost for doctors, The State 
Superintendant of Insurance in ew 
York, James P. Corcoran, ga e his 
department' approval to a 79% rate 
increa e for one of the state's major 
medical malpractice imurer, and 
indicated that similar increases might 
be in tore for the other in urer~ 
throughout the state. The new rare~ 
weren't very pleaing to the doctors 
and on February 27 the New York Law 
Journal reported that three Bronx 
phy icians went to court to prevent the 
rate-hike, claiming that the insurer in 
question had a $17.3 million ~ urplu~ in 
1983. 
The rate-hike announcement wa 
followed by a February declaration by 
the American Medical As ociation that 
the medical malpractice problem has 
reached "cri is proportion" and a call 
ome lawyer and law profes or are 
supporting a sy tem of fixed damage 
for particular injurie . The attitude of 
many lawyers, however, was summed 
up by one New York plaintiff' s at-
torney who aid, "the way to o""e the 
'cri i 'i for doctor to practice better 
medicine, not to reduce the right s of 
their \'ictim ." 
Justice for the Poor 
On February 27, t985, the Supreme 
Court held in Ake 1'. Oklah oil/a , o. 
3-:,U4, that a tate mu t pro\'ide an 
indi gent criminal defendant with a 
p" ychiatri t if th e defendant 
demon trated that her or hi mental 
tate at the time of the offen e \\ill be a 
sign i ficant factor at trial. I n ex-
pounding upon the due proce 
guarantee of the I~th Amendment. 
Ju tice \lar hall wrote for the court 
that "ju tice cannot be equal where, 
imply a a re ult of his pO\"erty, a 
defendant is denied the opportunity to 
participate meaningfully in a judicial 
proceeding in which his liberty i at 
stake ... 
In determining \\"hether a tate mu t 
pro\"ide an indig~nt defendant \\'ith any 
form of a sistance, t he court balanced 
the tate' co t in providing a i tance 
againSt the gra\ ity of the harni to the 
defendant and the likelihood of the 
harm occurring without s tate 
a i tance . The ~o urt, noting ho\\ 
many s tate ha\ e already p;O\ ided 
p ),chiatric as istance to indigent 
defendant, di mi s ed the ,>ta te 's 
argument that it \\ould be finan cia ll~ 
o\'erburdened by a imilar program. 
Further, the court held that \\here the 
defendant' S tate of mind wa an issue, 
the likelihood and gra\'ity of harm to 
defendant' life or liberty out\\eighed 
the tate' economic burden. 
\\"hile the concurrence of Chief 
Justic Burger expressed a desire to ee 
t he holding limited to capital ca e like 
Ake, the court' opinion makes explicit 
that tate mu t pro\'ide p y hiatric 
a i tance in non-capital ca e a well. 
Undoubted"' , the te t formulated b\' 
the court will be u ed to increa e th~ 
forl11~ of e'\pert a i tance that a tate 
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Is the Commitment Sym~olic or 
Real?Day Care is the Cutting Edge 
The time for day care is now. For over a 
year the administration has surveyed, re-
surveyed and even hired an expert to study 
the issue. Now it shows signs of waivering 
because of an "alleged lack of need. There is 
no lack of need. The administration should 
move swiftly to implement the recommen-
dations of its own consultant. 
A study of the feasibility of in-house 
child care at BLS reported that an "ideal" 
program could accommodate 20 pre-
schoolers. Start up expenses would run BLS 
$23 thousand. Parents would pay under 
$3200 per annum to cover the program's 
yearly operating cost. 
The Day Care Center Advisory Com-
mittee will make its recom"mendation to 
Dean Trager based partly upon the study'S 
assessment of the need for childcare as 
measured in a survey of the BLS com-
munity. Dean Haverstick and the con-
sultant who prepared the study noted that 
"the response to the survey was poor and 
indicated lack of interest." 
The response to the survey was not poor 
nor did it indicate a lack of interest. In 
fact, the data are being incorrectly in-
terpreted. The pre-school program can 
only accommodate 20 children; the study 
showed 31 are eligible. In short, even 
though there are more enr011able children 
than places to put them, the program's 
opponents still insist there is no need for 
child care! The consultant, however, 
concerned about the number of enrollable 
children, recommended that BLS sponsor 
a program. 
Out of 325 people surveyed, 27 are par-
ents with pre-school aged children. Since 
the administration does not know the total 
number of parents in the...BLS community, 
it follows that even if those 27 respondents 
represented 100 percent of those able to use 
the program, the administration would not 
know it. Hence, the administration may be 
un~ware of a potentially significant factor 
in favor of the program. That is, every last 
potential user of the service may have been 
accounted for and be in favor of the plan. 
It is ludicrous to say that day care should 
be determined solely by the number of 
OlsfrtbuledbyK tngFeatvresSynd tca le 
\F~(' til;nm; Hrrnl~ 
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people "who returned questionnaires 
containing favorable responses. For 
example, if all 1300 questionnaires were 
returned with favorable responses, should 
BLS sponsor a program, if no child was 
eligible? 
The true measure of the need for day 
care is the presence of those 31 eligible pre-
schoolers. (A number consistent with 
Professor Minda's survey which revealed 
36 eligible children.) 
Whether 75 percent of 1300 question-
naires were not returned is absolutely 
meaningless, because that statistic means 
75 percent would be happy regardless of 
how the administration decides-it does 
not mean 75 percent are opposed to 
daycare. Essentially, this means the ad-
ministration is being given carle blanche, 
in which case it is the decision maker's 
understanding of the big picture, the social 
significance of day care, which will 
determine whether the statistics will be 
considered in the light mo t favorable to 
the proposal. These statistics should pose 
no difficulty for an administration com-
mitted to equal opportunity. 
The administration has made some very 
sizeable efforts directed at attracting top 
quality faculty and students to the law 
school, including the recent purchase of a 
harbor-view Heights apartment building. 
Now that all of the surveys are finally com-
plete, we think the administration should 
seize the opportunity to demonstrate that 
BLS is a forward looking institution, and 
that its recent actions reflect nothing short 
of a long term commitment toward a more 
progressive learning environment. 
Seeing that there are between 
31 and 36 children waiting for 20 available 
openings, does it make any sense ·to say 
that there isn't any interest or need for this 
program? 
For those wishing to lobby the Day Care 
Center Advisory Committee, its members 
are students, Theresa Begley and Cynthia 
Dachowitz, Professors Fullerton and Min-
da and administrators, Dean Haverslick 
and Robin Siskin . 
AXFORD 
By Robert Axford 
an 
the 
Sometimes, more than others, I fee l the ahead of my time. This semester, for example, tiu 
my educational expatriation due to financial in- gra 
sufficiency will likely be one of many in the coming 
years. If our current leader has his way, that is" to 
Then, academia can return to what the 
eAPIT ALISTS always desired it to tie before the 
LIBERALS ruined it with notions of equal access; 
namely, elitist bastions which serve to weed out the 
riff-rafL 
One study disclosed that as many as 400/0 of all 
those now attending secondary schools would be 
forced to drop-out as a result of Reagan's scheme. 
For those unaware, his proposal is to preclude all 
those whose family income exceeds $30,000 from 
receiving any guaranteed student loans (GSL) . 
Moreover, Reagan seeks to limit the total amount 
any student could reeeive to a maximum of $4,000 
per year. How one without assets is supposed to 
matriculate at an $8,000-per-year institution (about 
average for private schools) escapes me. But, then , 
the logic behind much of the current ad-
ministration's policies escapes me as well. 
Secretary of Education William J . Bennett , 
demonstrating the sensitivity that is the hallmark of 
Reagan's regime, has justified the cuts by con-
cluding that higher education is not a good buy 
anyway. (The market value of knowledge was never 
clarified.) He asserted that American students are 
getting "ripped off." While this may have some 
validity to it, it is beside the point. It's like con-
soling someone who has been mugged by relating 
that the mugger will likely waste the twenty dollars 
that was stolen, so not to be bothered. 
Bennett further explained that if his son 
(presumably he has no daughter, I hope) opted to 
use the $50,000 dad had set aside for a "Harvard 
education" (where else?) for an investment in a 
small business, then the Secretary might not think 
that a bad idea. Bully for him, I say. Me, I'd take 
the fifty grand and travel with it, but, again , that i 
not the point. Most potential students are not 
JEFFREY H ART 
An Anti-Sex 
League? 
T Tfitil recently, the argument over abortion 
U had · seemed fairly straight-forward. The 
"Right-to-Life" people believe that the fetus is a 
human being and that abortion, the "taking of in-
nocent life," is therefore wrong. Of course there are 
variations. Some argue that the genetic formation of 
the fetus is incomplete until about 15 days have 
passed. Many make exceptions in the case of rape or 
incest and so forth, but the broad outlines of the 
position are clear. Indeed, it has recent ly acquired a 
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~H BROTHER, CAN YOU SPARE EIGHT GRAND? I 
:red that $50,000, unless mom and dad have 
ity up the kazoo. A dictator from South 
lerica would have . an easier time, but that' s 
Ither subject. Uncle Sam must co-sign to make 
banks feel secure. Even with a free-market loan, 
interest rates with immediate payment would 
y the would-be student before she or he even 
duates . 
Vhen asked how the non-wealthy were supposed 
afford' secondary education, Bennett recom-
lded that students sell their stereos or skip their 
~week vacation at the beach. The flippancy of 
response aside, Bennett's rhetoric is quite inane. 
ile I have not taken the alleged two-week 
ation since entering school,' I do plead guilty to 
ling a stereo. It cost $500 five yars ago while I 
i a PRODUCTIV E member of society; i.e., a 
-time wage slave. With luck, I could get $250 for 
For argument's sake, I'll deduct a two-week 
)urn to the shore, which saves me $700. That 
kes $950. Am I close yet, Dean Trager? 
)f course, Bennett means we must divest our-
of all unnecessary material goods and ex-
iRS. not unlike Siddhartha, I guess. I own a 15-
11 black and white television-perhaps $20 at a 
age sale. I could sell my extra pairs of shoes, 
ugh sneakers are a necessity. I have a pet dog, I 
nit it; she was adopted through the A.S.P.C.A., 
she eats regularly, which is more than many 
lericans can say these days, sadly enough. But, 
~ Nixon before me, I will not give up my 
eckers. 
turely, thi s administration believes that the poor 
I middle class do not belong in institutions of 
er education. They should be out in the work-
te providing Corporate America with its cheap 
Dr force . An education past reading and writing 
!ht encourage the proletariat to aspire to heights 
idedly outside their particular station in life. 
·'ve all heard "Let Reagan Be Reagan." His 
dent-aid proposal only expands that concept: let 
rich be rich; let the poor a!1d middle class 
Ilpete for the privilege of being indentured 
rants. Now that ' s good old capitalism at work. 
;amily farmers are also taking a beating, I un-
tand . Apparently, food and knowledge are not 
Igetary priorities . Weapons and tax-cuts for the 
rerful weapon in the movie "Silent Scream," 
eh uses new photographic techniques to show a 
fetus being aborted. After seeing the movie, 
sident Reagan commented that the shocking 
pres render all other considerations irrelevant. 
'he other side, "Pro-Choice, " maintains that, 
Idler or not the fetus is a human being, a woman 
e right to control her own reproductive process. 
o far, so good . Things seem clear enough. But 
:'e are increasingly frequent signs that many in the 
~-to-Life" movement have a secret agenda, 
ch is nothing less than to counter-revolutionize 
.temporary sexual behavior. Many " Right-to-
ers" are against both abortion and birth-control. 
'bus. in a recent interview, Joseph Scheidler, who 
IIad of the Pro-Life Action League in C hicago, 
I his cards on the table. " I think contraception is 
ing," he said, "people using each other for 
re." Mr. Schediler is of course a I11ajor 
aIOter of the "Silent Scream" movie , but hi s view 
things goes far beyond the pain suffered by the 
IS or the principled protection of innocent life. 
lost people in the pro-life movement," he says, 
lYe a certain morality and believe sex is not for 
and games. So we wouldn't condone con-
:eption." 
41'. Scheidler is also opposed to sex education in 
hools. "There are some things kids should 
• but we would disapprove of giving them 
ernalia and pills and things 0 they can have a 
active sex life. People aren't dogs." 
~t. Scheidler clearly believes that sex should be 
tRued to marriage, and that even within marriage 
Control is ruled out. Sex is for procreation and 
as he puts it, "fun and games." 
trouble with that view is that it has never been 
by any substantial number of people, and is 
~nly not held by any significant number of 
e in the Western world today. All of literature 
art testifies to the fact that sex has meant many 
and has scarcely been confined to procreation . 
express love, it can be an art form and express 
Iltivity, it can be pleasurable; indeed in some 
les of Western culture, as in ancient Greece, it has 
College Press Service 
rich, now we're talking about the necessities of an 
ordered and just society. Even if a new. study shows 
that 20 million Americans are starving, we know 
right from wrong . (Or is that right from left?) It all 
makes sense, really. The MONEY people know that 
a well-fed lower class only expects more from their 
society. Remember the 70s? As any doctor will 
attest, malnourished students are bad students, 
mentally slower than their sa ti ated upper-class 
counterparts. Thus, to stimulate the economy, to 
make it really trickle-down, children-and some 
adults-must starve, or, at least, be clinically 
malnourished . 
had an aspect of Dionysian religious ritual. 
A couple of years ago I was on a call-in radio talk-
show in Boston, and a man on the panel made the 
observation that pornography " trivializes sex." A 
few moments later the phone rang and a woman 
listener was on the other end . "Ilike trivial sex," she 
said. 
In Washington, D.C., there is a pro-life coun-
selling service named Birthright, which provides 
pregnancy tests, medical services, and encourages 
pregnant women to give birth. When asked whether 
Birthright provides birth-control advice, one of the 
counsellors at Birthright replied, "Oh, no. We don't 
give out information about birth control. It 's in our 
charter not to tell them things like that." 
. Well, for those of us who have been taking the 
Right-to-Life movement at face value, there is an 
obvious contradiction here. If you oppose the taking 
of innocent life and if you are deeply concerned 
about fetal suffering, well, logically, you ought to be 
for birth control. 
VINTAGE BROOKU'.v. USA: 
A picture of the BLS 
neighborhood at the fUm of 
the century. In the fore-
ground stands Borough 
Hall, then knowlI as City 
Hall. In the background. a 
courthouse once slood on 
the 101 now occupied by 
Brooklyn Law School, The 
postcard, postmarked 1905, 
was supplied by Marcel 
Sager. 
But , I keep forgetting, AMERICA is back. 
There 's a new optimism in our land. I guess the 
hungry are a necessary by-product of a healthy 
economy, right Mr. Stockman? The homeless a 
result of a FREE market at work, making America 
better for everyone. And higher education for the 
rich alone is si mply ound educational and fi scal 
policy-making, and let 's not hear those spoiled 
middle-class kids with their stereos and two weeks 
at Point Pleasant bitch. I know. I know . But, still, I 
can ' t help thinking that America is being run by a 
bunch of greedy bastards who love to tell you ies 
good for you as they screw you. • 
But for some Right-to-Lifers there seems to be a 
quite different agenda. Their target is nothing less 
than widespread contemporary sexual practice. It 
would be easy to say that they have in mind a 
counter-revolution against the " sexual revolution" 
of the 1960s, but I have always thought the Sixties 
sexual revolution was over-rated. Sex got into the 
media, porno magazines sold widely, people were 
generally franker about sex and homosexuals became 
more open . But I doubt that actual sexual behavior 
changed much from that studied in the 1948 Kinsey 
Report . Or that studied by Peter Gay in his recent 
work on Victorian sexual I1)orality. Or that depicted 
by Chaucer and Shakespeare. 
From that perspective, what at least some Right-
to-Lifers have il1 mind is anything but conservative . 
It is nothing less than a revolution against actual 
human behavior , and as such it cannot but be 
damaging . to their overt agenda, the campaign 
against abortion. 
© 1985 by King Features Syndicate 
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LETTERS 
Taking Notice Of 
An Injustice 
To the Editors: 
There are many daily occurrences 
that go relatively unnoticed at BLS. 
The unwarranted removal of an 
executive board member from the 
Brooklyn Journal of InfernaLional Law 
on February I is one such event which 
must not be "swept under the rug" 
simply because it illustrates the often 
unpleasant realities of the " politics" of 
daily life . It was I who was removed as 
Sy~posium Editor by the Journal's 
executive board, and because no one 
else (induding the Administration) saw 
fit to do something tangible about this 
~ituation, I alone must act, albeit 
limitedly, with regard to this abuse of 
authority-that is, inform the BLS 
community of the event, in the hope 
that the same fate will never befa ll one 
of my peers. 
I wa selected Symposium Editor by 
the olltgoing editorial board of the 
Journallast pring. This newly created 
e ecutive board position was to be an 
independent pos t; independent, 
meaning that I wa to be in .charge of 
developing, organizing, and or-
chestrating a ymposium. Last spring, 
I de veloped the topic, entitled "The 
Extraterritorial Enforcement of U.S. 
Securitie Laws." The date was set for 
March 27, 1985. After count less hours 
of research, writing letters and 
telephoning academicians, prac-
titioners, and other prominent lawyers, 
by mid-November, I obtained a 
commitment from persons who were LO 
act as moderator, principal speaker, 
and three out of the four panelists. By 
the end of November I had also 
developed an invitation list of close to 
2000 names. 
Throughout the organizational 
stage, which continued through the end 
of January, I was never informed by 
James Meade, the Editor-in-Chief, or 
Richard Goldstein, the Managing 
Editor (the only two Journal members 
who held positions of higher rank than 
mine) , that my performance had been 
unsatis factory. In fact, with the 
Symposium only seven weeks away, 
everything was in order; only nominal 
tasks remained (post-Symposium 
duties would involve mainly the 
publication of the Symposium 
volume). 
Notwith tanding the fact that I had 
performed admirably as the Journal's 
fir t Symposium Edito r , Meade call ed 
me at my home on January 29, in-
formed me that he could no longer 
"get along with me," and asked for my 
resignation. Stunned and outraged, I 
went to ~chool the next day to ~peak 
with Meade, in order to di scu s the 
problem he v.a~ ha ing. Nothing came 
of the meeting; I am convinced that 
Meade ne\ er intended LO re~olve 
allyt hing. rhe following day I returned 
to lllH:e agai n try to ha ve a di scussion 
with Meade. Imtead of compromi e, I 
\'a~ con fronted with an ultimatum : I 
had the optiom of being demoted to a 
primary note., editor position, 
re!>lgning, or lacing removal by a two-
third~ "otc ot the executive board in 
accordance wit h the Journal by-laws. 
I decided that I would not resign nor 
agree to demotion, as I had done 
nothing wrong. I was enraged by the 
covert manner in which this whole 
matter was being handled (to date, 
many Journal members remain 
llninformed of this outrage). 
Most of the board felt that if I really 
cared about the Journal, I should 
resign or agree to demotion, and not 
defend my rights. 
The board proceeded to offer a 
wanted proper acknowledgement of 
my work on the Symposium in the 
program for the event. 
It was not until three weeks later that 
I received any response, albeit a totally 
unacceptable one, from Meade, despite 1I1~1I11111I11I constant visits to Dean Johnson, and 
correspondence with the Journal. Dean 
Johnson assured me on several oc-
casions that he would look into my 
problem . Thi February 2! letter, 
signed by Meade, stated that I had 
been removed . as Symposium Editor 
"in the best intere ts of the Journal. 
The letter also contained the following, 
which wa upposed to meet my 
request for acknowledgement in the 
program: "The Journal would also like 
to recognize the efforts of Jan Sigmon 
in the preliminary organization of the 
Symposium. to The letter made 110 
mention of the real reason for my 
removal -a per anality conrtict, with 
which the Editor-in-Chief refused to 
deal. Moreover , without my en-
deavors, there wou ld have been 
nothing clo ely resembling a soon-to-
be-put-on Symposium. I strongly 
resented the lack of appreciation which 
the suppo ed "acknowledgement" 
removal, but then vote to reinstate me 
as Symposium Editor, but the position 
would now be relegated from the 
executive to the editorial board. My 
responsibilities and authority would be 
reduced. I did not want to agree to a 
demotion, because I felt it was com-
promising my position; but, trying to 
be the "team player," I agreed to 
accept the offer. It seemed that with 
the exception of me and two other 
board members, no one else had 
enough gumption to stand up to 
Meade. After all, ho w could they vote 
to remove someone who had not been 
derelict in her duties, ju t because the 
Editor-in-Chief wanted them to? 
I decided not to accept 
their compromi e. I wanted a full 
reinstatement and an apology. I f that 
was refu ed, I wanted a letter tating 
that I had been removed without cause, 
but rather, for a per onality conflict 
'between Meade and mysel f, which he 
deemed unre olvable. Further, I 
howed. 
I now find myself in a terrible bind. I 
do not expect the Administration to be 
my "champion," but there has been 
inaction in every sense pf the word, 
since my wrongful removal over four 
weeks ago. Absolutely no due process 
was followed. But for the ability of the 
BLS community to be informed of this 
travesty, I have, in effect, lost the 
battle and the war. I have worked hard 
during my three years at BLS, in my 
studies, my work for Moot Court, and, 
until my removal, for the Journal. 
Despite the fact that the Journal is a 
student-run publication, when there 
has been an abuse of authority which 
results in the violation of a student's 
due process rights, the Administration 
must intervene. 
My intention herein was not to 
ca t aspersions. Rather, I believe 
that certain principles, i.e. those of 
adhering to rules of procedural due 
proce , must be supported and en-
forced by the Administration, 'despite 
the Administration' s "hands-otT' 
policy with regard to s tudent-run 
organizations. I f a ·t udent-run 
publication, like the Journal, cannot 
properly conduct it s affairs, it i ' 
unequivocally the respon ibilit y of the 
Administration to intervene. 
Jan Ali on Sigmon 
March 6, 1985 
• Dce b' IseDong . 
Some things are better the second time around - taking the 
bar exam isn't one of them. 
Take a good look at the Josephson B RC Course and we think 
you will agree that there is no better assurance that you will have 
to take the bar exam only once, 
No other course offers the kind of complete integrated study 
system which simultaneously builds substantive knowledge and 
confidence. With the finest law summaries and lecturers and the 
most comprehensive testing and feedback system in the state, 
you can't go wrong with B RC. 
Elizabeth Hill - Coord. 
Annette Bonelli 
Patrice Branley 
Chris Brown e 
Peter Cahill 





ASK OUR REPS 
BRC 




Kinnet ~Sween y 
Jonathan Murphy 





Elena Karabatos Lori Singer 
Karen Kramer WITH YOU EVERY STEP OF THE WAY Mary Zaslofsky 
Pame-Ia Kulsrud 
Cyrena Telesford 
Leonardo Viota SUCCESSOR TO THE MARINO BAR REVIEW COURSE 
Eastern Regional Office: 10 East 21st Street, Suite 1206, New York, NY 10010,212·505-2060 
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any time to discuss the reasons for our 
action. 
The Executive Board 
Brooklyn Journal 
oj International Law 
In Praise of Elderly Clinic 
To the Editor: 
Contrary to Jan Sigmon's tatement, 
her removal as Symposium Editor was 
not undertaken lightly or for personal 
reasons. As the Journal's Ex~cutive 
Board, we found the task both difficult 
and unpleasant, but felt that our action 
was necessary for the good of the 
Journal. 
Thi is not, in our opinion, an ap-
pro·priate place to discuss the events 
leading to Jan's dismissal. We would 
li ke to note for the record, however , 
that our memory of what occurred 
differs subs tantiall y from Jan 's ac-
count. 
Finally, although we fee l it is unwise 
to invite or expect the administration 
to involve · itself with the staffing 
decisions of student publications, the 
Journal's faculty adviser was contacted 
both before and after Jan 's removal, 
and we would be happy to meet with 
repre~entatives of the administration at 
Looking for a 
Pen Pal 
Dear Editors: 
Hi, I am a handsome, warm, wise 
and uniquely sincere gentleman, who 
has a great heart, an enthusiastic 
personality and a curious mind. I am 
black, 30, black hair, medium (well) 
built,S' II " 180 Ibs. I enjoy all music, 
photography, drawing and painting. I . 
also enjoy all sports and writing to 
anyone who's intelligent, sensitive, 
caring and appreciates honesty and a 
sense of humor.-All responses welcome 




P.O. Box 149 
Attica , N.Y. 1401 1 
To the Editors: 
As graduating students, before 
we go we wish to convey a few 
words of wisdom to our first and 
second-year colleagues about an 
opportunity Brooklyn Law School 
offers that should not be 
overlooked. Specifically, we write 
to highlight the one law school 
experience which will serve us in 
our personal as well as 
professional lives: our year at the 
BLS Legal Services Corp .lThe 
Senior Citizen Law Office, known 
locally as the Elderly Clinic. 
The Elderly Clin ic is a rare 
commodity. It is one of the only 
in-house clinical programs that the 
school offers; this take on 
significance because Brooklyn Law 
School students become involved 
in a creative and supportive at-
mosphere , undiluted by the typical 
law office alienation that too often 
TO LEARN THE LAW 
Sum & Substance 
Comprehensive legal study aids featuring: 
• Detachable capsule outlines 
• Cross referencing to each major casebook 
• Sample exams with explanatory answers 
• Complete table of cases 
• Easy reference index 
Sum & Substance Audio Tapes 
• The nation's most outstanding lecturers in tbe law 
• 23 subjects available 
• Mobility and study convenience for commuters 
• A refreshing change from the constant reading of legal studies 
Essential Principles Series 
• Concise outline format 
• Detacbable capsule outline 
• Review problems and sample eums 
• Most titles bave innovative "nGs" Dow charts 
AVAILABLE AT YOUR LOCAL LAW BOOKSTORE! 
or contact 
JoMpheon Center for Creative ectuc.IlonII ServIces (CES), 10101-W. Jefferaon Blvd., Culver City, CA 80232 (213)558.3100 
CESl8RC e..m ....... Ofik:e: 10 &at 2tst Street. SuK111206. N.w York. NY 10010, (21-21 ~2080 
passes for professionalism in most 
work environments. At the Elderly 
Clinic we were neither human COg5 
in a legal machine nor were we 
temporary guests in someone else's 
office. To the contrary, BLS 
. student interns are part of a 
Brooklyn Law School tradition 
that began in 1977 and which ha 
since evolved into a kind of ex-
tended family of lawyers and law 
students (the annual Christmas 
party, which brings together 
current and former interns, is 
symbolic of the importance of the 
on-going tradition and dedication 
that the interns feel as a result of 
their experience in the clinic). 
The staff attorneys in the 
Elderly Clinic, as employees of 
Brooklyn Law School, spend extra 
time with the BLS student interns , 
coaching them as to the technical 
and personal points one needs to 
operate a fu ll service law office. 
Weekly seminars which stress 
interviewing and negotiating ski ll s, 
while covering the substantive 
areas of housing law and govern-
ment benefits, supplement the day 
to day work. Such personal at-
tention provided us with a perfect 
transition from c1as room theory 
to practical knowledge that most 
of us wi ll require when we leave 
BLS. 
The E lderly Clin ic is also a 
challenge. One has to develop 
skills in the context of dealing with 
the live of older Americans living 
in ev·,. York City . Interns with 
foreign language skills or ocial 
en'ice background are able to use 
their prior experiences in their 
newly chosen career. In terms of 
experience in learning the law, the 
Elderly Clinic provides BLS 
student s with the opportunity to 
work with substanti ve and 
procedural law in both state and 
federal courts, as well as in ad-
ministrative agencie . In terms of 
learning about human relation-
hips which give rise to legal 
problems, an experience at the 
Elderly Clinic leaves no st udent 
unmoved. For the first time in our 
professional live, actual clients 
looked towards u to resolve 
dispute which they themselve 
were unable to resolve. After one 
year of conducting intake in-
tervie\\' , fair hearing, negotiating 
with oppo ing coun el, landlords, 
or ju t weeding through govern-
ment bureaucracie , we now feel a 
en e of accompli hment and 
maturity a profe ional that 
cannot be equalled . 
The point of thi qua i-personal. 
quasi-new worthy missive is to 
give recognition to a program 
which erved us well. Our sense i 
that many student at BLS know 
very little about how the Elderh· 
Clinic work, and we would like t~ 
encourage more of you to inquire 
into the po ibility of becoming 
student interns in this program. If 
you are intere ted in developing 
ski ll s for lawyering which will 
bring you into contact with real 
people in the real world, you will 
discover treasure trove in Brooklyn 
Law School's Elderly Clinic. 
Frank D' Angelo 
Scott Pollock 
Class of 1985 
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SOLD OUT 
< 
The live performance of the 
Summer 1985 Pieper MulUstate 
Bar Review in New York City is 
completely subscribed. -No 
further registrations are being 
accepted for this locaUon. 
Limited Seating is still available 
for the tape location ia:" New 
York City at the Madison Square 
Garden Theatre on 31 st St., 
between 7th and 8th Avenues 
for the A.M. session given 9·1 · . 
pm and the P.M. session given 
6·10 pm. 
Registrations are also still 
available for the tape locations 
in ~assau, Suffolk, . West· 
chester, Albany, Buffalo, . 
Syracuse and Washington, D.C . 
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IN RECORD NUMBERS, PEOPLE 
WHO HAVE ALREADY SIGNED Up · 
FOR BAR/BRI and JOSEPHSON ARE 
" . 
FORFEITING DEPOSITS AND 
SWITCHING TO PIEPER NEW YORK-
MULTISTATE BAR REVIEW. " 
IF YOU ARE PRESENTLY CONSIDER-
ING THE SELECTION . OF A BAR 
REVIEW COURSE, ASK THOSE WHO 
AVE JUST STUDIED WITH PIEPER 
AND TOOK THE FEBRUARY, 19 5 
BAR EXAM. THEY W"ILL CONVINCE 
YOU. 
PIEPER'S PROOF IS PERFORMANCE 
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COLLEGE 
SPRING I\. 
REAK IDI"-fLOR , $9900 
PLUS $20 TAX & SERVICE 
ROUND TRIP MOTORCOACH TRANSPORTATION 
9 -Days. 7 'Nights 
DAYfONA 
BEACH FORT LAUDERDALE 
* TRIPDATES * 
f .. '. ! c' /\,1 .. 
r.Jl,' I ~l J\" I '11 
M" ',11 M, 1 
f\l!'o"" e'i ""1 ,i,' 
MI' I' 'Ill .:I, ,,, I 
I\n" f) .') ;1111) 
BOOK EARLY! 
Limi ted Hotel Space In 
Ft Lauderdale and 
Daytona Beac h 
TOUR RATE 
INCLUDES: 
• Round Trip TrrinspOrldlHdl 
via aIr condlllOlled laval Olv 
equipped 1l10torcoach II.. 
Daytona Beach and Ft 
Lauderdale 
• Cunvenlen t Deoarture 
P Oll1 1S 
TRANSPORTATION: Round In Iransportal.on IS available on our coaches Moto/coaches 
depart trom main bus lermlllais tn major Cilies Service IS express making only 100d SlOPS 
tOeparture limes and dales have been ca/eluffy planned to cO lOcideWllh the chec !<. ·1n lime 01 
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Koch on Grand Jury 
Conlinuedfrom page 1 
for grand jury proceedings that now take place behind closed doors. This 
would further burden court dockets already crowded by repeated ad-
journments which lead to dismissals because witnesses and complaintants 
just don't have ,the time or energy to return to court, adjournment after 
adjournment. The current court backlog is so extensive that only one-half 
of one percent of misdemeanor cases go to trial. New York City district 
attorneys prosecuted almost 26,000 felony cases in 1983. The courts would 
be swamped if asked to take the place of grand juries and hold 26,000 
preliminary hearings as well. 
Others complain about the secrecy of grand juries. Secrecy, however, is a 
grand jury's most important feature because it protects witnesses who are 
testifying against those charged with felonies. If preliminary hearings 
replace grand juries, fewer complaints may be brought because witnesses 
fear intimidation or reprisals . Families, friends, and cohorts of the accused 
will be able to see , hear, and identify complainants and witnesses much 
earlier in the criminal justice process. This increases the opportunities for 
and likelihood of threats and intimidation. The only beneficiaries of 
making complainants and witnesses vulnerable earlier in the process are 
those charged with crimes. 
Requiring earlier appearances in open court would also heighten the 
already traumatic effect of being the victim of or wi tness to a crime, par-
ticularly for the elderl y, the handicapped , or the young, Publicly facing the 
accused and being cross-examined just days after being victimized will 
exacerbate their fear and trepidation. 
The proposed legislation would also ubstantially increase the burden of 
proof at preliminary hearings by requiring the prosecution to establish each 
charge in the court o f public opinion . Under present law, a prosecutor need 
only demonstrate that there's reasonable cause to believe the defendant 
committed a felony. With additional burdens upon the prosecut.or, the time 
it would take to conduct felony hearings would increase dramatically , from 
the 15 to 20 minutes it generally takes under present law to at least an hour, 
as indicated by California's experience under a similar law. Can we afford 
even longer delays in bringing the accused to trial? I don't think so . 
At a time when all criminal justice agencies and the Legislature are 
working to reduce court backlogs and adjournments and to control jail 
populations by shortening the periods necessary for pre-trial incarceration, 
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Marino on Grand Jury 
Conlinuedfrom page I 
One hundred years after California took its initial step toward grand jury 
reform, we find that half of the 50 states have now instituted systems under 
which it is optional whether a case goes before a grand jury or proceeds 
upon a prosecutor's written accusation and a finding of reasonable cause 
after a preliminary hearing_ 
. Even among the remaining states which still require a grand jury 
presentment, six do so only in cases in which the charge could result in the 
death penalty. Fourteen states, including New York, require indictments in 
all felony cases and only four require grand jury indictments for all crimes, 
including misdemeanors. 
New York has thus become a pivotal state in the on-going reconsideration 
of the appropriate role of grand juries. Enactment of reforms in New York 
at this point would not only greatly improve our own judicial system but 
also tip the numerical balance of reform states to expedite similar 
reevaluation and open debate in the remaining states which have not as yet 
seriouslyaddre sed this issue. , 
To speak more specifically, the reforms I recommend in our own state are 
embodied in a proposed state consti.tutional amendment which I and 
Assemblyman Ralph Goldstein of Queens have introduced in the New York 
State Legislature. . 
Our proposal would limit and more clearly define, though not wholly 
eliminate, the function of a grand jury within the judicial process. The need 
for a grand jury to convene and return an indictmem would be replaced by a 
judicial hearing for all felonies other than homicides. Judges would still be 
allowed to have a matter presented to a grand jury if the need exists to 
protect the identity of a witness, such as an undercover investigator, or if a 
prosecutor argues successfully that a courtroom appearance might prove 
too traumatic for a witness. Grand juries would also be retained to in-
vestigate and return indictments prior to the arrest of suspects as they now 
do in cases such as inquiries into organized crime activity or official 
misconduct. 
In 1973, a state constitutional amendment was passed allowing a 
defendant to waive the right of grand jury consideration of his or her case 
and to plead guilty to a prosecutor's information. That waiver provision 
would be retained under the Marino-Goldstein amendment as would the 
right of either the defense or prosecution to request a grand jury. 
A major collateral benefit of the shift to a preliminary hearing system is 
that such a change would significantly address the problems raised by grand 
jury immunity and its abuse. At the present time, the Legislature is 
preparing to grapple with the issue of transactional versus use immunity 
but, under a preliminary hearing system, tile question would not arise in 
most instances because a majority of felony cases would not go before a 
grand jury. District attorneys who sometimes face an irate public in the 
wake of broad immunity given or claimed by witnesses before a grand jury 
should consider this advantage very carefully befqre leaping to the defense 
of the status quo. 
The amendmem would also require greater professional discipline for 
those prosecutors now content to bring a weak case and a fistful of possible 
charges before a grand jury in the expectation, usually justified, of almost 
routine acquiescence by that panel. This amendment offers the chance for 
grand jury proceedings to lose the onus of being viewed as little more than a 
"rubber stamp" for prosecutors, a reformation of mission and reputation 
long overdue. 
Supreme Court Ju?tice William O. Douglas noted this very deficiency in 
the grand jury system in 1972. Quoting the opinion of a lower court, he 
said, "Any experienced prosecutor will admit that he can indict anybody, at 
any time, for almost anything, before a grand jury." I f that statement is 
even partially true, then clearly the grand jury system is in despercte need of 
reform. 
The other s ide of the coin is that grand jury indictment are often 
regarded as tantamount to a criminal conviction by the general public, to 
the immediate and serious detriment of the career a nd reputation of persons 
who have yet to face an accuser in open court. 
In a grand jury proceeding, no impartial judge presides, no pre s or 
public is invited to witness the proceeding, no representation is accorded 
the accused and no counter argument or cross examination of a 
prosecutor's assertion or witnesses is heard. 
In a preliminary hearing situation, an impartial judge preside, an op-
portunity to cross examine witnesses is accorded the defense, and the whole 
of the proceeding is open to public scrutiny. ' 
The modifications I am proposing have now garnered the support of an 
impressive array of organizations and individuals knowledgeable in the area • 
of criminal justice. Included are the Committee for Modern Courts, the 
New York State Federation of Police, the Citizens Union of New York City, 
the New York Civil Liberties Union and, in support of the basic concept, 
such distinguished jurists as the newly appointed Chief Judge of the Court 
of Appeals, Sol Wachtler. 
The case for reform was also summed up rather s uccinctly in 1982 in a 
letter to the Committee for Modern Courts written by then-gubernatorial 
candidate Mario Cuomo: "From experience in other s tates, we know this 
reform works. It is less expensive and time cons uming. It will speed up the 
processing of felonies . It will increase the productivit y and efficiency of the 
criminal justice system. " 
That strikes me as one of the soundest opinions the Governor has ex-
pressed on criminal justice matters and I welcome him , as well as t~e 
students and alumni of Brooklyn Law School , to the cause of reform of thiS 
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committee organized by the Plainti ff~ ' 
Management Committee. 
The Agent Orange litigation began 
in 1979 with the filing of more than 600 
cases involving some 15,000 plaintiff 
veterans and their families. The cases 
were con olidated into a single class 
action. In essence, the plaintiffs 
blamed a host o·f physical and mental 
injuries-among them, a high in-
cidence of cancer and deformities in 
offspring-on exposure to a chemical 
known as Agent Orange. They named 
as defendants seven of the world's 
largest chemical manufacturers, 
companies that produced and 
marketed the product during the 1960s. 
"Agent Orange" is the code name 
for a defoliant used by the U.S. army 
in Vietnam in an unprecedented spray 
campaign aimed at destroying the 
camouflage cover provided by that 
country's lush vegetation. The name 
derives from the orange-striped barrels 
in which the chemical was shipped 
overseas. "What is devastating about 
dioxin," say Bill Looney, a public 
policy analyst in New York City, "is 
that it is virtually indestructible. It is 
relea ed into the environment ; if it gets 
into the ground water it stay there, 
killing who know what." 
Nearly 20 year have passed ince the 
opposit ion to the Vietnam \A.'ar 
reached its p eak . A whole generat ion 
of teenager ha g rown up with little 
knowledge of that divi ive contlict that 
scarred a decade of American hi s tory, 
and fo r mo t of the rest the war i little 
more than a bad memory. But for the 
veterans and their families who are 
plaintiff in the Agent Orange uits, 
the subject is far from closed. And for 
lawyers and other professionals con-
cerned with mass injury, the unre-
solved i sue and implications of the 
recent litigation may signal significant 
changes for the future in terms of how 
courtS- and ociety in general-handle 
thi class of di pute. 
One of the most intere ting 
presentation of the evening concerned 
defendant ident ification and conflict s 
of law. Address ing these iss.ues from 
the plaintiff' point of view , Profe Sor 
Twerski argued for the creation of a 
new dut y I h a t would impose upon the 
corpora te defendants an obligation to 
warn the government not only about 
their own product s , but about those of 
competit o rs a s well. Twer ki' s theory 
stemmed fro m the idea that each 
defendant knew its product would be 
mixed with the others, making iden-
tification of any individual defendant 
impossible for i purposes of fixing 
liability. His argument, admittedly a 
novel one, provoked murmurings on 
the panel and an objection from 
defense attorney Mintzer. Twerski 
acknowledged that he had been forced 
to abandon this approach for the more 
traditional theory that a manufact urer 
has a duty to warn the public about it 
own product. 
Twerski also addressed the conflict 
of laws issues raised by the litigation. 
The Second Circuit had held federal 
common law inapplicable, a ruling 
Judge Weinstein limited to jurisdic-
tional matters in applying what he 
called "federal consensus law." 
Applauding his decision, Twerski 
commented that "Equity would 
demand a single rule. This theory of 
soldiers who stood shoulder to 
shoulder in the foxhole getting dif-
ferent treatment plagued the con-
cience of the court ." At least in 
complex and mass disaster litigation, 
he added, domicile is not an adequate 
basis for assessing recovery. 
On the other ide of the dispute were 
problem of plaintiff identification . 
Speaking of the e, Professor She rm a n 
noted that causation is the traditio n a l 
link between plaintiff and defe nda nt 
c1asse . Whatever the poli cy argume ~t 
that fa\'or fixing liability in the ab e nce 
of direct proof of causation, he n o ted , 
this erosion of the central principl e of 
tort liability could force a wide r ap-
plication of absolute liability-the end-
run around traditional cau ation. 
The evening wound up \\ ith 
Schreiber's pre entation on eme rging 
litigation. Schreiber identified e\'eral 
potential ouree of mass tort uit, 
mo t notably video display terminal . 
"According to the Alliance for 
American In urers," he aid, "the 
exposure to asbe to is just a drop in 
the bucket compared to what we are 
seell1g now. 
Schreiber also foreca ted gloomy 
development in i n J ranc e. 
Tremendous los e in th Insurance 
industry have forced a rell ri t ing of 
policies to reduce expo life and 
coverage. The prospect l)f major 
companie with limited coverage is "an 
impending c ri s is in mass tom " that led 
Schreiber to co un el, "Mas tort may 
be a good field to explore, but 
bankruptcy is a sure bet." • 
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